
Subject: Information of COVID 19 Background from an Anti-PRC Source in SE Asia  
 

The following information comes from the director of a SE Asia Anti-PRC effort which has been in existence since Sept 
2012. This team / movement coordinates networks of anti-PRC leaders, intelligence and business stakeholders covering 
the SE Asia region.  
 

The Director’s comments follow on Xi Jing Ping’s Intentions with COVID 19, March 2020:  
 
1. From beginning the PRC and Communist Party of China’s has intended to produce this kind of virus in total secrecy 
reinforced by President Xi Jinping’s eagerness to be perceived as a central strongman, backed by a Politburo, CPC.  
 
This weaponized virus was supposed to be for testing in certain areas of Wuhan's wild animal markets to camouflage its 
political safety intentions. But unfortunately for China, it was far beyond PRC's calculations when Wuhan-linked COVID-
19 cases were detected in Thailand and South Korea. China then had little choice but to acknowledge the epidemic.  
 
PCO Question:  I understand that there was no accident in a government bio-chem lab, but that the virus was being 
tested in the wild animal markets in Wuhan 
 
Source Reply:   That is correct. The test has been chosen Wuhan wild animal market to camouflage its sensitive political 
intention in case of leak.  
 
2. As we know that China has strong dominance in global medical supplies and APIs (Pharma Ingredient Supplies). 
According to my Indian security sources, since mid- 2019, Li Daokui, Chinese economist, proposed to delay Chinese API 
exports to the US as a countermeasure in the US-China trade war. “Once the export is reduced,” Li noted, “the medical 
systems of some developed countries will not work.” This is hinted to mean America. This statement from Li indicated 
the scenario will be his next step.  
 
3. With this core strategic purpose of withholding or reducing pharmaceutical supplies , a MANAGING TEAM including 
Daoku Li who has implied his strategy, also serving as the head of Center for China in world economy research, Yongtu 
Long, personal economic advisor of PRC's President Xing jing Ping, and Zhu Yunlai, liason coordinator for the team, was 
established under the direction of CCP Politburo.  
Politburo decided to allow the potential of Wuhan virology institute proceeding the bio warfare trial virus.  
 

Now with the aggressive blessing of Politburo CCP, the core managing team volunteer their effort to cut short their red 
tape procedure to fast forward on testing, they had to devote time, energy and removed all bureaucracy to act swiftly 
and secretly on the agenda.  
 
Here is a brief precise report combined from trilateral cooperation (VN, India, Singapore) on intel on Covid-19 which has 
been described as mainly aimed at and utilized by PRC for testing American- European political systematic reaction.  
 
Crucial points for the trial are as described below:  
 
a. The Wuhan Virus as designed for its primary purpose is an attempt to overwhelm the western social system to 
severely disrupt the American and European infrastructure.  
 
b. The Chinese PRC would not want to be caught red handed in doing this to the US., because they recognized they are 
not yet strong enough to face an all out war with the US. So, they need to be very subtle and cautious in their mode of 
the attack- trial.  



 
c. The Wuhan virus was not allowed to be produced lethal enough to be classified as a bioweapon, but its objective 
remains the same, namely, to test the validity of its bio warfare impacts on a large scale. This was for the purpose, if 
possible, to incapacitate China’s adversaries’ infrastructure (US and Europe) in this pseudo / para-military trial.  
 
This test has been running at one of Wuhan’s bio labs, which had also published a study in 2007 on combining SARS + 
HIV to create Coronavirus. “In this study, we investigated the receptor usage of the SL-CoVS by combining a human 
immunodeficiency virus-based pseudo virus system with cell lines expressing the ACE2 molecules of human”.  
ELI 5:SL-CoVS (= SARs) + human immunodeficiency virus 
 
(= HIV) {See sequencing in figure 1 on page 1901}; SARs + HIV = Coronavirus. Is “SARS + HIV = Coronavirus”  
 
POC Question:  What was the name of the report? 

REPLY:  Unknown.  The name of the research report would have been carefully modified, revised or even intentionally 
deleted by certain unseen intel agencies. 
 
10 years later, the same exact virus that the Wuhan manufactured in a lab years ago is infecting thousands of people 
today with monitoring by the secret managing team members. This is the key tactic applied by China traditional war 
game, to showcase its victimized people in order avoid its arch-enemy, particularly America pointing finger at them.  
 
The Bottom Line: China and its accomplices (Russia, Cambodia, Iran and Hezbolla) don't want a bio-weapon that can 
potentially kill many people quickly. China wants a virus that keeps massive populations with different peoples from 
various nations in a state of sickness and panic for a long time to overwhelm critical systems and shut down social 
networks.  
 

At a minimum, this approach should make the majority of global leaders only just “suspecting” without being able to 
find evidence that fits the typical, standard profile of any other previously known bioweapons.  

 

China and its accomplice don't want its adversaries and opponents to simply figure out immediately that they have been 
attacked with a bio weapon, so that their adversaries’ responses are delayed for as long as possible until the virus has 
damaged a large population of the country to trigger panic en mass.  
 
Only at that real time, China central intel apparatus and its alliance can really evaluate how effective, how smooth, and 
how united American and European reactions are on an ongoing real bio warfare effort, which may still not be blamed 
or point finger by any one at China, because its population is also being the victims too. This is a nearly perfect cover up.  
 
SE Asia Anti-PRC Team  
General Director 
 
 
 

 

Additional Note:  
 
The above-mentioned virus management team, with innermost leading members are:  
 



1.Daoku Li: A visiting scholar at the Center for International Development of the Harvard Kennedy School, Assistant 
professor at the University of Michigan-Ann Arbor, research fellow at Hoover Institute of the Stanford University. He 
concurrently serves as head of the Center for China in the World Economy research center.  
 
2. Zhu Yunlai. A Chinese businessman, eldest son of Zhu Rongji, a powerful former Premier of the People's Republic of 
China. In 1994, he graduated from the University of Wisconsin, studying atmospheric science serving now as 
lcoordinator for team to central power house of PRC in this project.  
 
3. Long Yongtu.  An influential consultant for PRC president X J P. on the economic decision including PRC 's recent Trade 
deal with America.  Long Yongtu was Chief Negotiator for China’s resumption of the General Agreement on Tariffs and 
Trade (GATT) contracting party status and its accession to the World Trade Organization.  
 
The core team members are considered defunct to maintain their secret portfolio.  

POC Question:  Do you mean: The core team members operate under the cover of their current jobs in order to conceal 
their true job running the viral team management effort.  
 
Source Reply:  Yes 


